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Dedication

Wheelchair Freedom! was written and put together out a love and passion for helping 
people move away from the dependence of their four-wheeled worlds towards greater 
independence.

Marcia Oliver, a physical therapist and personal trainer has seen thousands of patients in 
her home health care physical therapy career.  After 15 years of walking into patients’ 
home with nothing more than her hands and a patient’s bodyweight for strength training, 
watching thousands of her patients put forth the sweat and determination to improve their 
quality of life, she now shares with you how others are succeeding towards 
independence.

Customizing each patient program, she progressed her patients through stretches and 
strengthening exercises to eventually see most of them walk again.

After putting together thousands of personalized programs, Marcia has put the basics here 
for you to begin your journey towards independence.

The exercises and stretches and transfer steps outlined in the e-book may not be for 
everyone.  The prognosis of some conditions will not progress as much as other 
conditions will.  Each patient has different abilities, disabilities, prognosis and available 
resources and help.  It is best to work on these routines with someone to help you.

If you feel inspired to move towards a goal of becoming more independent, consider 
contacting your physician and discussing your eligibility for home health care physical 
therapy to further customize a program that is specific for your needs.

Courage to you as you pursue a better quality of life.  Your dream is Marcia’s dream. Her 
passion to help you has created this resource.
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Foreword

Raised in Maine, Marcia was taught several simple rules to live by. Of them, respecting 
her elders was not only taught but modeled as she grew. Little did she or her parents 
realize what an impact this would make in her career as a home health physical therapist.

Starting her home care career in 1994, Marcia Oliver MSPT, found a heartwarming niche 
that she loved and that loved her back. Now, she’s putting her years of experience and 
schooling into simple, effective and inexpensive ways for you to do-it-yourself rehab at 
home.

With a work ethic to die for and a passion to respect, protect and serve her precious aging 
companions, Marcia eventually took her years of knowledge to the web in an effort to 
help you rehab at home, protect you and continue to serve you outside the pressures of 
home health agency fraud. Understanding how our pay can affect your care will open 
your eyes and no doubt raise some questions. 
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Introduction

This ebook is a work of education - teaching those in wheelchairs and those helping 
patients in wheelchairs how to embark on a gentle, yet progressive stretching and 
strengthening program that may allow for some get stronger, get in and out of a vehicle 
and become more independent.

From wheelchair safety and a few words about accessorizing to stretching and 
strengthening your way to more independence, getting in and out of a vehicle and getting 
your chair in the car to providing tips about getting through tight spaces, Wheelchair 
Freedom! can change your life. One committed day at a time.

The information in this work carries no promises or guarantees of success, walking 
ability or gains in strength. With so many various diagnoses and prognoses, it is 
impossible to "can" a program of success for everyone.

Be gentle with yourself. Be patient. It may take longer than you would like to undo what 
time has done. Committed, gradual change can offer you less pain, improved ability, 
greater independence, strength and range of motion. Ultimately, you can increase your 
quality of life and how long you live!

Do not try these exercises alone. If you are unsure of how to progress or your condition 
keeps you from accomplishing these exercises or transfers, contact your physician for a 
referral for physical therapy. 

If you have questions about this program, please ask your doctor prior to starting or ask 
your questions here. Proceed at your own discretion. 
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Chapter One
Wheelchair Safety

Wheelchair safety is the single most important precaution to take when managing or 
living in a wheelchair.  Although there are a few instances where the typical safety items 
are disregarded in order to accomplish the task at hand (safely), understand wheelchair 
safety can literally save your life.

Wheelchair safety includes the obvious such as locking before transferring in or out and 
also the not so obvious such as locking BOTH brakes or knowing how to raise and lower 
an Elevated Leg Rest (ELR) to avoid causing injury or unnecessary pain to the patient.

Folding and unfolding a manual wheelchair can be tricky and incomplete if you are not 
sure what you are doing.  If you are not careful, you’ll be doing the pinched finger dance.  
It is one small and simple step, however, to being able to put your wheelchair into the car 
or trunk.

Many caregivers and patients sustain further injury due to a lack of wheelchair safety 
precautions.  This can, unfortunately extend a “wheel-cation” to an undetermined length 
of time.  In the mean time, more weakness and less flexibility are added to the debt of 
diminishing health.

Determine to get out of your wheelchair as often as you can – stretching, exercising, 
riding in the car or even walking!  Don’t let your wheelchair eat you alive!  Choose to 
dance!



Wheelchair Safety - Illustrated

1.  Always lock the brakes before getting into or out of a wheelchair.  The chair’s only 
contact with the ground is via wheels (see Fig. 1) and they will roll at the slightest nudge 
or bump.  This can cause potential harm to the patient or the caregiver.

Figure 1

TIP:  If the brakes are not working well:
•  contact your medical equipment provider; explain that your brakes are not working 
correctly.  They may come to your home to fix them (if they sold you the chair) or 
they may require you to come to their store. 
•  back the chair up against a wall or couch so it won’t roll when you transfer in and 
out.
•  caregivers can put your foot behind the wheel for added ‘stay put’ security while 
patients transfer in and out.  This limits a caregiver’s ability to assist the patient with 
the transfer, however.

TIP: You may have weak hands or arms making it hard to set your brake.  If you 
have a walker that you have put wheels on, slip your walker extensions on the ends 
of the break knobs to make the lever arm longer.  This will make it easier to push 
your brake lever forward and set your brake “on.”  (See Fig. 2)



Figure 2

2.  Lift footplates UP before getting in or out of the wheelchair.  Footplates left in the 
down position create an obstacle for safe entry and exit of the chair and create a trip 
hazard that could result in serious injury to the patient or the caregiver.  WD-40 helps to 
keep footplates loose and easy to move up and down.

TIP:  Footplates are standard on most wheelchairs.  Use them with foot or leg 
injuries or in the case of a stroke where one leg may not be functional.  Otherwise, 
take them off so that the patient can begin strengthening his or her legs by using 
them to help maneuver around while sitting in the chair.  Also use footplates if your 
patient has short legs that won’t reach the floor

3.  If your wheelchair has removable arms or legs rests, make sure they are securely in 
place before use.  It can be difficult at best and disastrous at worst to try to put footplates 
and arm rests on AFTER the patient is already in the wheelchair.

Remember, you can put the foot rest arm ON without moving the footplate DOWN.

TIP:  Some removable arms can be used backwards or forwards depending on what 
is comfortable.  Some arms simply swivel up out of the way with the turn of a lever 
instead of coming completely off.

4.  If your chair has an Elevating Leg Rest (ELR), it is likely that you have some type of 
leg or foot injury or need to elevate your legs to avoid swelling.  

Become familiar with how to raise and lower your ELR (this can be tricky).  When 
lowering the ELR, be sure to support the ELR frame (Fig. 3 left hand) to avoid a sudden 
jerk downward which could be very painful for the patient and cause further injury to him 
or her as well as to the caregiver.

To lower the leg rest, pull back on the lever at the top of the leg pad (Fig. 3 right hand).  



Often you will need to slightly lift up on the leg rest while pulling back on the lever for a 
smooth movement.

Figure 3

TIP: Using a pillow under the knee or leg will provide a five star comfort factor to an 
injured leg resting on an ELR (Fig. 3 between left and right hand).  This also 
provides a more comfortable way to assist the patient in moving the leg on and off 
the ELR.

5.  When we use our muscles, they generate a certain amount of heat.  Patients confined 
to a wheelchair are generally not able to generate enough body heat to stay warm and are 
chilly most of the time.  Lap blankets are an appropriate remedy to this problem, however 
keep them and all loose objects away from the wheel spokes.

TIP: If the patient can walk with or without a walker, assist them in walking a small 
distance every hour.  This will help with body heat generation, appetite, strength 
building, lung capacity, regular bowel movements and sleeping better at night.

6.  To close most wheelchairs, pull up on the front and back of the upholstered seat (Fig. 
4) (you may have to take any special seat cushion out before doing this).



Figure 4

TIP:  Lifting a wheelchair seat can be awkward and heavy.  Stand on one side of the 
chair and tip the wheelchair sideways into your legs while pulling up on the middle 
of the seat. This accomplishes the same goal but eliminates the heavy lift of the seat 
against some of the friction of the wheels as they slide closer together.

To open most wheelchairs, push down on both sides of the seat (Fig. 5) (two side bars).  
This will allow the chair to open with ease.  Avoid pushing out on the arms as this can 
cause injury and does not put the correct pressure on the correct parts to accomplish the 
goal smoothly.

Figure 5

TIP:  Occasionally, a slight rocking motion helps as well. While pushing down on the 
two bars on either side of the seat, quickly push one side bar then the other bar.  This 
allows the chair to ‘walk’ out into the open position.



7.  Never force a wheelchair to open or close.  There are many movable parts on a 
wheelchair and forcing it either way can bend or tweak these parts and render them 
unsafe for proper wheelchair use, thus potentially causing harm to the patient or 
caregiver.

If you have trouble opening or closing a chair, try to jiggle it a bit.  The moveable parts 
generally slide and who knows what is hindering a smooth slide – rust? Food? Moisture?

8.  Wheelchairs take a lot of abuse over the months and years.  Never adjust or add/delete 
parts on your own when they stop working properly.  Ask your physical therapist for help 
or call your equipment company for any equipment modifications needed.

TIP: Heavily used manual wheelchairs seem to develop loose brakes over the 
months/years.  With the correct socket and wrench, loosen the bolt(s) that hold the 
unit onto the bar, slide the unit closer to the wheel and tighten again. (Fig. 6)

Figure 6
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Chapter Two
Wheelchair Accessory Options

Wheelchairs come in all shapes and sizes with about every attachment but the kitchen 
sink, or so it seems.  What you accessorize your manual wheelchair with depends on your 
needs. 

Most patients using a manual wheelchair are using them for only a short period of time.  
Basic wheelchairs often include the basics of what one needs. 

Some patients need a wheelchair for the long haul at which time an insurance company 
may outright purchase (vs. rent) the wheelchair for the patient.  Insurance companies 
have their own policies regarding payment for any equipment.  You should contact your 
individual insurance company about what/how much they cover for durable medical 
equipment.

If you chose to add accessories to your chair, remember that each added item not only 
costs more money but the each item ads weight to the chair that you may be struggling to 
propel.  

You may be on your own for accessorizing your wheelchair unless you doctor prescribes 
specific basic “upgrades” such as an elevating leg rest. Different wheelchair can accept 
different accessories . . . 

Manual wheelchairs generally come standard with footplates, arm rests, and a sling seat.  
Accessories or upgrades may include swinging foot rests, elevating leg rests, drop down 
arm rests and seat cushions.

Scooters are generally luxury items that allow for baskets, lights, and small racks.
Power chairs or electric wheelchairs are generally made specifically for the long term 
needs of the patient using the chair.  The accessories and modifications of power/electric 
chairs are outside the scoop of this e-Book.

Suffice it to say that manual wheelchairs are not the chair that you want to pour a lot of 
money into to accessorize for three reasons.

1.  Manual wheelchairs are uncomfortable.
2.  They are generally for short-term use or long-term sporadic use.
3.  They just don’t have many accessory options.

TIP: Medicare will generally pay for a manual wheelchair with various options as long as 
this is ordered by your doctor.  You may, however, run into problems if your doctor is 
ordering a walker and a wheelchair.  Or if you have recently obtained a walker through 
Medicare and then your doctor orders a wheelchair as well. Medicare may wonder why 
you need both… when one is for walking and the other is for sitting.  Discuss your 
equipment needs with your doctor and try to think long term as best you can before 
purchasing equipment.



TIP: If you are in need of a wheelchair are unable to purchase one, many thrift stores and 
community or senior citizen centers may have what you need. You might be surprised!  
Tiny Poland, Indiana barely has a flashing light but has a pole barn full of used medical 
equipment for people who live in Owen, Putnam or Clay County, Indiana to borrow or 
donate to! 
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Chapter Three
Wheelchair Transfer Tips

BEFORE attempting any wheelchair to car transfers, certain movable parts need to be 
taken off.  Namely, the foot rests (if they are removable) and the arm rest closest to the 
car.  Remove any other accessories that will come between you and the transfer 
“runway!”

Figure 6a

Press the lever (Fig. 6a) allowing the leg rest to swing.  Swing it all the way out, lift it off 
its pivot pegs and place in the trunk.  To place them back on, reverse this process by 
fitting the holes over the pivot pegs in the same position that you took them off in. 
(Swung all the way out.)

Figure 6b

Remove the arm rest (Fig. 6b) closest to the car (during the transfer).  This gives extra 
wiggle room.  Swivel the latch or push the knob at the front or back of your armrest to 



disengage the locking mechanism.  Lift the armrest off or swing it back out of the way 
(depending on your chair).  Put it back on the same way you took it off moved it out of 
the way.

NOW…your runway is clear… 

Tip #1
Keep the sitting surfaces equal. (Fig 7)

It's going to take the neighborhood to transfer mom FROM her manual wheelchair UP 
into her van to go anywhere, but, just a short transfer slide from the van back down to her 
manual wheelchair when you get to your destination. 

Equally difficult is manually wheelchair transfers to a high seated van or even a car with 
just enough seat difference to wreak havoc. 

So, short of letting the air out of your truck tires or buying a new car, (unless you need a 
good excuse!) your best option here is to park next to a curb so that the wheelchair is a 
curb's height closer to the level of the vehicle seat. 

Figure 7 - Wheelchair seat is about level to car seat

Transfer dad INTO the truck or van, (i.e. from low to high). Park the high seated vehicle 
alongside a curb. Now, by taking advantage of the curb, you've raised dad's wheelchair at 
least closer to the height of the car seat. Proceed with your manual wheelchair transfers 
from here. (You will be able to micro control manual wheelchair transfers easier than 
with a power chair.) 

When you have arrived at your destination though, you can find a curb if you like, but, let 
gravity do its thing as you transfer dad from high to low now.  A controlled slide off the 
seat is easier than lifting!

No curb at home? Build a platform that you can roll the wheelchair up on - now you have 



a curb! 

At times the back seat works better for various reasons and some unforeseen 
circumstances but for the most part, these tips and tricks will help you be safe and smart 
for many outings to come. 

It may not be possible to accomplish Tip #1. Don't sweat - yet. But keep in mind that you 
may always need a second person to help you with these manual wheelchair transfers for 
safety and ability reasons. 

Manual wheelchair transfers; can't live without them for sure. Sadly many have written 
off going anywhere outside the home WITH the manual wheelchair. Why? The 
wheelchair to car transfer is difficult and the manual wheelchair transfer alone is 
awkward and clunky making it hard to get in the car too! 

We trust that you will use your good judgment when it comes to manual wheelchair 
transfers. Perhaps that is exactly why car transfers aren't for you. You've tried and failed. 
Each situation is different. Each transfer is different between each patient but the basics 
remain the same. 

Tip #2

Remember friction in physics?  Transfers are all about friction! Depending on the surface 
you are transferring from and to, it's simple lessen the friction involved. 

Put a towel on the car seat and a plastic garbage bag (Fig. 8) or empty grocery store 
plastic bag over that for easy sliding, adjusting and pivoting once on the car seat. 
Maneuvering just got easier. 

Figure 8 - Towel ON plastic bag ON car seat

There are many products on the market today that seek to accomplish this same feat. 
Empty grocery bags are free, medical products aren't but are available. Suit your fancy. 



You can do the same thing in the seat of the manual or power chair for easier settling in 
controls.

Tip #3

Sometimes a car is tiny with little leg room for transferring in and out. Slide the car seat 
all the way back (Fig. 9a) AND (for limbs that aren't bending as much as is necessary or 
total hip replacements that need to follow a 90 degree precaution) all the way DOWN  
(Fig. 9b) (reclining). This allows for dad to scoot backward and slightly up hill on the car 
seat so that his legs can clear the doorjamb. Once inside, return the seat to a comfortable 
upright position before trying to adjust your patient by pulling on the towel. 

Figure 9a - Seat scooted back

Figure 9b - Seat tilted back

Tip #4

Instead of wedging yourself in the crux of the door and the car (in that side mirror 



corner), you can do one of two things at this point to still be close enough to mom to give 
her the support she needs without getting stuck yourself in the process of the wheelchair 
transfer. 

1.  Park the wheelchair against the car door you are transferring into. You (from behind 
the chair) will be on the left side of the chair between it and the car. This allows you to 
help transfer mom from her left side. This also allows you to wedge the chair against the 
door and you against the chair and provides a stable surface (the door) for mom to hold 
onto instead of your neck while transferring from the wheelchair to the car seat. 

2.  Or wedge yourself between the open door and the wheelchair but not in FRONT of 
the chair. This way, dad can still pull on the door and not your neck and you can control 
the absolute stability of the door, i.e. making sure it won't move or close while dad uses 
it for support while transferring into the car. 

Tip #5

The steering wheel is a sturdy "grab bar" to help dad scoot. The hand hold that some cars 
have above the outside mirror (inside the car of course!) work well too but they aren't 
heavy duty. From 5 years of fire fighter volunteer, I've also learned that it's almost 
impossible to hurt that ole' steering wheel! Sturdy it is! 

So use what you can to grab onto, but make sure it is sturdy. Remember when standing 
your patient in prep for transferring, safety first. Patients should push up from the 
wheelchair arm instead of pulling on the door, the doorjamb or you. Doors don't have 
muscles to strain or discs to herniate - you do! But, if you have to choose between you 
and the door or doorjamb - choose the latter. 

Tip #6
Remember that pulling mom or dad to get them settled into the car seat is sometimes 
easier than trying to push them into place. How do you pull? Walk around to the driver’s 
side, crawl in grab that towel and tug (Fig. 10b). The towel, placed on the bag will slide 
quite easily for this final step in your transfer.



Figure 10a - Pull from driver’s side, NOT door side

Figure 10b - Pull towel and patient in from driver’s side

At this point, be sure that your patient is comfortable (as much as possible), be sure to 
buckle that seat belt and you're off to your appointment or errands. 

Reversing these steps will be just as simple however, remember that wedging yourself 
between the car frame and the wheelchair gives you easier access to assist your patient, or 
to keep the chair sturdy between you and the car door so that your patient can pull up 
with the help of the chair or car door. 

Remember if you are in a high vehicle, you want gravity to assist your patient out of the 
vehicle BUT, you don't want any free falling! So, if the seat is too high, park next to a 
curb to bring the ground closer to the level of the vehicle seat. 

Although it may not seem like it, manual wheelchairs can be a dime a dozen and very 
simple to use. Goodwill and senior citizen centers usually have them at low to no cost 



depending on where you go. Remember too that manual wheelchairs are often found at 
the doctor’s office, power scooters at the grocery store etc. So, don't sweat the small stuff 
if you don't need to. 

Manual wheelchair transfers. We can't live without them for sure. Sadly many have 
written off going anywhere outside the home WITH the manual wheelchair. Why? The 
wheelchair to car transfer is difficult and the manual wheelchair transfer alone is 
awkward and clunky making it hard to get in the car too!

We trust that you will use your good judgment when it comes to manual wheelchair 
transfers. Perhaps that is exactly why car transfers aren't for you. You've tried and failed. 
Each situation is different. Each transfer is different between each patient but the basics 
remain the same.  See what you can do with these tips to gain more independence. 
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Chapter Four
Getting Your Wheelchair in the Car

Seems to be the age old question! Many caregivers are not able to manage the manual 
wheelchair transfer effectively enough to make an outing or trip worth it. Let's face it; 
you likely need that wheelchair where you are going! But transferring the wheelchair into 
the car can sometimes be as difficult as the patient transfer. Manual wheelchair transfers, 
as you have discovered, or are dreading, require a bit of manual labor.

So... let's get it in the back seat or trunk. As odd as this may sound, I have had more 
success with caregivers getting that manual wheelchair transferred into the trunk vs. the 
back seat but suit yourself after reading through a few tips and tricks.

Keeping in mind that we are still talking about manual wheelchairs... let's figure out how 
to get that clunky thing in the trunk! After all this is all about manual wheelchair 
transfers!

If you can toss it in the back seat, great, but some won't fit and most don't toss! 
Wheelchairs can be too big or the car too small. Without any leverage options to work 
with, smaller people may have trouble with this option.

Whether the back seat or the trunk, LOCK the wheels of that manual wheelchair before 
even trying to transfer it! 

THEN . . .

Tip #1

If you don't do anything else recommended here for wheelchair management, DO THIS! 
Take the wheelchair to the back of the car, trunk open, and lock the back wheels. 

Why? 

Those back wheels are huge and about the only thing to grab to sling that thing 
anywhere! Unlocked, that chair will swing all over the place to equalize that weight 
making it highly unmanageable. Locked wheels are your first step to a safe and effective 
wheelchair management plan of attack. 

Tip #2

Wheels locked? No? Return to tip #1! 

Yes? Now, grasp the front and the back portion of the seat and pull straight up (Fig. 11). 
This one is quite simple but may need a gentle shake to get it going. As you pull the sling 
seat up, the sides will come together folding the chair. 



Figure 11

The best way to manage unfolding the wheelchair is to set the chair down on its wheels 
and push down on the two side bars that the seat sling attaches to. Again a gentle shake 
will rumble the chair back to its full open position and ready for use. 

To open most wheelchairs, push down on both sides of the seat (two side bars) (Fig. 12).  
This will allow the chair to open with ease.  Avoid pushing out on the arms as this can 
cause injury and does not put the correct pressure on the correct parts to accomplish the 
goal smoothly.

Figure 12

Tip #3

Wheels locked? It's worth repeating! Parallel the chair with your back bumper. Bend your 
knees a bit and, keeping your back straight, lean the top part of the locked wheel closest 
to you onto your mid thigh. Now, grab the locked wheels at the 10 and 2 o’clock (or 3 
and 9 if that is easier) position. (Fig 13)



Figure 13

Using your legs as the pivot fulcrum, pull the chair parallel allowing it to pivot on your 
thigh. (Fig. 14) Clear the chair from the bumper and trunk threshold. A baby step or two 
should be enough to let the chair slide over the threshold and into the trunk.

Figure 14

Using this leverage, you will be surprised at how much more manageable the wheelchair 
becomes. You can outsmart that chair!

Tip #4

Managing that chair OUT of the trunk is more of tug of war but reversing the order (easy 
on paper!) is the best way to go about it. Keep your back straight while bending at the 
hips. If the tug of war requires a lot of back bending, keep your back straight while 
kicking one leg back and up in the air. (Fig. 15) This will allow you to keep your back 
straight and free from tug of war strain! 



Figure 15

The wheelchair all of a sudden becomes more manageable. All trunks are not created 
equal, I know. But this is the gist and the easiest way I have found in 16 years of teaching 
patients and caregivers safe and effect vehicle transfers.

The trunk thresh hold may have a few scratches on it, but cars can always be replaced. 
Time out of the house for and with your loved one is irreplaceable, and priceless!

We hope these tips have solved your wheelchair transfer problems, gained the freedom 
that we all want and deserve or at least inspired you to begin working towards becoming 
independent.

The significance of a man is not in what he attains but in what he longs to attain.
—Khalil Gibran
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Chapter Five
Wheelchair Exercise

Avoiding Body Shutdown

As we age, the three main muscle groups that begin to slip away rather quickly are these:
Standing: muscles in legs and buttocks

Push: muscles in chest, arms and core

Pull: muscles in arms, back and core

As this happens, we become less and less active and more and more sedentary. We stop 
playing golf, walking our dogs or even washing the dishes or getting the mail. We slowly 
resign to age, gravity and allow our body's to shut down by inactivity. The old adage “use 
it or lose it” simple put in physical therapy terms would be “use it or die.”

Most of us are not ready to die. We haven't lived life to its fullest and are just beginning 
to enjoy our Golden Years. Somehow a wheelchair became our only set of legs and 
something about giving up creeps into our minds, slips into our hearts and takes shelter in 
the depths of our souls.

There is hope – with determination and work, you can beat the odds (depending on your 
diagnosis and prognosis).

In the next chapters, you will see that a push up can mean 101 different things. You'll see 
that exercise does not mean you have to walk the dog or go to the gym. You'll find a 
gentle, yet progressive program to help you on your path to greater strength, mobility and 
independence. 

Whether you walk again or not following this program will benefit you mind and your 
body. Helping to delay body shut down, keep you more independent, and allow you to 
stay in your own home – where you want to be.

This work requires effort on your part. Nothing comes easy or overnight. It's taken a 
series of events over days, weeks, months or years to get you where you are at, give 
yourself the time that you need to slowly (literally) climb out of your situation!

You must seek quality before you seek quantity… always …that will make the grade 
every time. Remember the “E” for effort back in the good ole days? I want everyone to 
be after a “QE” for quality effort! That is the work that will begin to get you results and 
move you towards improved strength and independence.

Working on your exercises persistently every day with effort and quality will strengthen 
your muscles and likely give you more strength, more flexibility, more energy and the 
ability to become more independent.



Do not try these exercises alone. If you are unsure of how to progress or your condition 
keeps you from accomplishing these exercises, contact your physician for a referral for 
physical therapy. If you qualify, your physical therapist may be able to come to your 
home to help you
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Chapter Six
Buns of Steel
Strong Legs

Quads, Hamstrings, Glutes and Heel Cords – the muscles in your legs and bottom.  – As 
life ages, we slow down.  We sit more and walk less.  This lends to weak hips, low back 
and legs.

For reference – the quads are located on the front of your thighs.  The hamstrings are 
located on the back of your thighs.  Your glutes are you sit down muscles.  Your heel 
cords/ calf muscles are located on the back of your lower legs.

As a result we bend our knees less and less.  We use a reacher, or ask the grandkids to 
pick up something.  We sit in a chair to get something out of the bottom of the fridge.  
Why?  Our lower body has become stiff, sore and weak.

I’ve listed Level 1, 2 and 3 and sometimes Level 4 exercises for improving the strength 
and power of your leg muscles.  The goal is to inspire independence and show you how 
to progress the exercises as you become stronger and are able to do more on your own 
and require less assistance and dependence on others. 

I’ll show you some key stretches for each exercise group to settle into as you begin to 
undo what years and gravity have stolen.

Start where you are able and progress as far as you can.  I’ve listed progressions here but 
no matter where you are and how far you get, continue to work your program to gain and 
maintain strength!

Functional legs need strength and flexibility.  You’ll find stretching and strengthening 
exercises below designed for various ability levels.

Talk to your doctor, then start where you can, stick with it, progress as you can and get 
out of your chair!



Leg Stretching: Quadriceps

Level 1 - Recliner Stretch
Level 2 - Flat Bed Stretch
Level 3 - Leg Overboard!

In my opinion as a physical therapist and personal trainer, it is better to stretch before you 
strengthen based on what we are trying to accomplish.  Why?  As you gain range of 
motion through stretching, and then strengthen into that gained range, you are more likely 
to maintain that gained range of motion.

Stretching tight muscles has been shown and proven to enhance overall health, reduce 
pain levels and improve one’s sense of well being.  Stretching also benefits in the obvious 
way of improving flexibility.  Tight muscles are difficult to strengthen and use.  Tight 
muscles bind us into prisons of immobility and dependency.

The longer we sit over time, the tighter our muscles get – actually holding us in that exact 
position!

Ever wondered why when you see someone who has been sitting for some time in a 
wheelchair stand up, they can’t straighten their back or their legs?  Those muscles have 
become accustomed to that particular length – the shortened length needed to sit.  This 
makes it difficult to impossible to stand tall since those muscles are now shortened and 
tight.



Level 1 - Recliner Stretch

There are several ways you can begin to start stretching out your quad and hamstring 
muscles.

If you have been in a wheel chair for a long period of time and have been sitting more 
than standing for the last month or longer, you should start with the Level 1 stretching 
and move on from there.

Figure 16a

It is important to stretch your quad and hamstring muscles for the sake of health and for 
improved posture and function if and when you begin to start standing and then walking 
again . . . here’s how.

Figure 16b

Begin by lying on your back on your bed.  If you are unable to do that, prop pillows as 
high as you need to in order to relax and start stretching out the bend part of your waist 
(Fig. 16a).  You can also relax in a recliner (Fig 16b) which will begin the early stretching 
stages.



Your quads connect to your hip bone and excessive sitting will tighten them up.  Your 
knees are bent while sitting in a wheelchair tightening the hamstring muscles, keeping 
you from being able to lie flat.  (This is not the only cause for not being able to stand tall 
though!)  Find a comfortable position where you can feel a very gentle stretch on the 
front of your thighs or the back of your thighs – turn some calm music or grab a good 
book and just rest there for several minutes.

You can also lie flat on your back with your knee bent up supported with pillows 
underneath.  Over the next days and weeks you can slowly start to pull one pillow out at a 
time, thus stretching the quad and therefore the knee.

Working from the hip up in the first example and also at the knee will give you the best 
results as you are stretching the quad from both ends of its attachment.

Rest in a comfortable stretched position for up to 15 minutes.  Start slowing.  If 3 bouts of 
30 seconds is all you can do, you start where you are able – progress from there!

Level 2 - Flat Bed Stretch

The flat bed stretch is just as simple as its name.  Lie flat on your back for several 
minutes at a time if you are able.

Figure 17

As the days and weeks’ progress and you gain more range of motion in your quads and 
pelvis area, you can begin to take one pillow away at a time for a greater stretch and thus 
more range of motion in the bend of your waist and in your quad muscles (Fig. 17). 

Rest in a comfortable stretched position for up to 15 minutes.  Start slowing.  If 3 bouts of 
30 seconds is all you can do, you start where you are able – progress from there!

Level 3 - Leg Overboard!



After you are able to lie flat on your back (pillow under head is ok), then slide your leg 
over the side of the bed (Fig. 18).  You may need to prop your foot on a stool to begin 
with until you gain more range of motion in your quad. Over time, lower that stool height 
and eventually let your foot rest on the floor.

Figure 18

Bending your knee intensifies this stretch as you now pull the distal attachment of the 
quad muscle over the knee, thus stretching it even more.



Leg Stretching: Hamstrings

Level 1 - Kick Back and Relax Stretch
Level 2 - Recliner Drop Kick
Level 3 - Recliner/Flat Bed Assisted Stretch

In my opinion as a physical therapist and personal trainer, it is better to stretch before you 
strengthen based on what we are trying to accomplish.  Why?  As you gain range of 
motion through stretching, and then strengthen into that gained range, you are more likely 
to maintain that gained range of motion.

Stretching tight muscles has been shown and proven to enhance overall health, reduce 
pain levels and improve one’s sense of well being.  Stretching also benefits in the obvious 
way of improving flexibility.  Tight muscles are difficult to strengthen and use.  Tight 
muscles bind us into prisons of immobility and dependency.

The longer we sit over time, the tighter our muscles get – actually holding us in that exact 
position!

Ever wondered why when you see someone who has been sitting for some time in a 
wheelchair stand up, they can’t straighten their back or their legs?  Those muscles have 
become accustomed to that particular length – the shortened length needed to sit.  This 
makes it difficult to impossible to stand tall since those muscles are now shortened and 
tight.

Stretching can greatly improve this condition and bring hope to your independence!

Level 1 - Kick Back and Relax Stretch

Figure 19

This first level stretching activity for the hamstrings is one of the simplest activities of the 
day!  You can almost take a nap.  Simply reclining in a recliner with the foot rest propped 



up so that your legs are extended vs. knees bent while sitting.  Sitting tightens the knee 
joints into the bent position.  This activity allows them to stretch out and lengthen.

Rest this way for 15-30 seconds at a time and work up to 5-10 minutes at a time if you 
are able over time.

Level 2 - Recliner Drop Kick

Figure 20

The recliner drop kick stretch positions your leg in a dropped position almost ready to 
kick a ball!  Almost… imagination s-t-r-e-t-c-h!  Scoot towards the edge of your seat and 
allow the heel of the leg you are stretching to rest on the heel.  Now, gently let your knee 
sag towards the floor and straighten over time.

Start with these 3 sets of 15-30 seconds and increase to 5-10 minutes at a time every day.  
To intensify this stretch, simple pull your toes up towards your knees and you will feel a 
stronger stretch in the back of your calf muscles and heel cord.  You can intensify it even 
further by pulling the ball of your foot up passively with a strap or belt (as shown below).

Level 3 - Recliner/Flat Bed Assisted Stretch



Figure 21

Use a strap or a leather belt with a buckle.  Feed the belt through the buckle until the loop 
just fits over your foot.  If this is uncomfortable, put a small towel in the loop for 
padding.  A gait belt works or just a piece of rope works well for this use.  If you are 
using a rope, a simple slip knot will work.

Figure 22

Now take that strap and slip it over the ball of your foot.  Bend your opposite leg up for 
comfort.  With both hands, pull the strap towards you.  Keep your strap leg relaxed and 
your knee straight.  Pull just enough to feel a gentle stretch and hold it there for 15-30 
seconds and up to 2-5 minutes.  This helps stretch the hamstrings on that leg.



Leg Stretching: Heel Cords

Level 1 - Ball on Book Stretch
Level 2 - Assisted Calf Stretch
Level 3 - Hold the Wall up Stretch
Level 4 - Ball on Step Stretch

Our heel cords provide us the flexibility in our ankles to manage our balance better.  If 
you lose your balance backwards, reflexes pull your feet up to bring you into alignment 
with gravity again.  Without this vital ankle “up” flexibility, patients are more likely to 
fall backwards.

Stretching can greatly improve this condition, improve your balance issues and bring 
hope to your independence!

In my opinion as a physical therapist and personal trainer, it is better to stretch before you 
strengthen based on what we are trying to accomplish.  Why?  As you gain range of 
motion through stretching, and then strengthen into that gained range, you are more likely 
to maintain that gained range of motion.

Stretching tight muscles has been shown and proven to enhance overall health, reduce 
pain levels and improve one’s sense of well being.  Stretching also benefits in the obvious 
way of improving flexibility.  Tight muscles are difficult to strengthen and use.  Tight 
muscles bind us into prisons of immobility and dependency.

The longer we sit over time, the tighter our muscles get – actually holding us in that exact 
position! 

Level 1 - Ball on Book Stretch

Figure 23

This stretching exercise is simple to do and depending on your comfort level, you can 



choose a book that is thicker or thinner.  A thicker book will allow more of a stretch.  A 
thinner book will allow your heel to touch the floor sooner and thus lessening your 
stretch.

Hold on to your walker or a counter top (or something!) for balance when you do this 
exercise.  Place the ball of your foot (your forefoot) on the edge of the book or block and 
leg your heel sag down towards the floor.  Keep your knee straight.  You can lean forward 
for added stretch.  Hold each stretch for 15-30 seconds and work up to 2-5 minutes 2-3x a 
day.  A second stretch that is helpful is exactly the same except now as you sag your heel 
towards the floor, let you your knee bend slightly.  This stretches the second group of 
lower leg muscles (your soleus muscle!)  They both need stretched if you want to reduce 
your fall risk!

Level 2 - Assisted Calf Stretch

Figure 24

This stretch is a passive stretch since you are using your arms to pull the strap/belt and 
therefore stretch your heel cord.

Loop your gait belt or leather belt as shown in fig. 24 and place it around the BALL of 
your foot.  NOT the arch.  Lock your knee as best you can and using your arms, pull the 
strap which pulls your forefoot towards you and stretches it.  Hold each stretch 15-30 
seconds and work up to 2-5 minutes several times a day.  Now, again, to stretch the 
second muscle group, slightly bend your knee a bit.  Both positions will feel a bit 
different.

Level 3 - Hold the Wall up Stretch



Figure 25

This heel cord stretch uses body position to stretch to a greater or lesser degree.  Place the 
foot you want to stretch behind you so that the foot is flat on the floor.  Now, keeping it 
flat and keeping your knee straight, lean into the wall (almost like a wall push up) using 
your other leg for support.  Keeping your foot flat and your knee straight will provide a 
gentle stretch through your heel cord and gastroc muscles.

You can intensify this stretch by leaning further forward or lessen it by pushing a bit 
away from the wall.  Hold each stretch for 15-30 seconds and work up to 2-5 minutes 
several times a day.  Remember that your ankle range of motion plays a big part in being 
able to maintain your balance, keeping you from falling – especially backwards!

Figure 26

This is the same stretch except now with the knee slightly bent you will stretch a different 
aspect of the gastroc-soleus muscle complex.



Intensify this stretch by bending your knee even further however; you must keep you foot 
flat and your heel touching the floor.  Do this stretch several times a day and hold for 15-
30 seconds each time.  You can work your way up to 2-5 minutes at a time as you are 
able.

Level 4 - Ball on Step Stretch

Figure 27

This level 4 ball of foot on step stretch is not really all that advanced.  Sometimes, it can 
be scary to think about doing anything around steps.  This is why this is a level 4 stretch.

It’s best to have at least 1 if not 2 handrails – one on either side of the step you are 
stretching from.  Much like the level one stretch, place the ball of your foot on the edge 
of the stretch.  Holding onto the railing, let your heel sag down towards the floor keeping 
your knee straight.  Hold each stretch for 15-30 seconds and work up to 2-5 minutes 
several times a day.

Now, doing the same stretch, bend your knee slightly and feel the difference?  You are 
now stretching the second part of the gastroc/soleous complex that all turns into your heel 
cord.  Stretching both of them will allow you better ankle flexibility and may reduce your 
risk of falling due to this increase in flexibility.



Leg Strengthening

Level 1 - Digs and Stomps (quads/hamstrings)
Level 2 - Stand up Arms/Legs (lower body muscles)
Level 3 - Stand up Legs Only (lower body muscles)
EXTRA - Twister Wheelchair Spin! (hip rotators)

Remember to stretch first before you strengthen so that you are gaining strength into your 
increased range of motion.  After about 10-15 minutes of stretching, proceed to your level 
of strengthening.

Each exercise is the best exercise if that is what you can do.  Before moving on from 
Level 1 be sure you are performing the exercise with the best quality possible.  Many 
people fail at their strength training efforts due to poor quality.  That WON’T work.

You must seek quality before you seek quantity… always …that will make the grade 
every time.  Remember the “E” for effort back in the good ole days?  I want everyone to 
be after a “QE” for quality effort!  That is the work that will begin to get you results and 
move you towards improved strength and independence.

Working on your exercises persistently every day with effort and quality will strengthen 
your muscles and likely give you more strength, more flexibility, more energy and the 
ability to become more independent.

Level 1 - Digs and Stomps

While sitting in your wheelchair, simply unlock your brakes, find a hallway or kitchen 
“runway” and stomp and push your wheelchair backwards with your legs and then pull it 
forward with your legs by digging your heels into the ground (Fig 28).

Figure 28



Increase difficulty by:
•  slightly setting the brakes to create some resistance to pull and push against.  
•  performing on carpet which will require more effort.  
•  pushing or pulling up a slight grade.

Repeat a set distance 5-10x every day.  Your goal is complete a 100’ distance 3x a day, 
pushing and pulling.  When you reach that distance, increase your effort by one of the 
measures listed above.

Level 2 - Stand Up With Arms and Legs

This exercise is simple yet complex.  Simple because many say they do it all day long, 
complex because you must do several in a row to gain strength.  There are no weights to 
buy – use your own body weight!

Simply sit on the edge of a chair that does not rock or move.  Choose a height that you 
can stand from without help from another person (Fig. 29).  Push on the arm rests, lean 
nose over toes to stand up tall – reach towards the ceiling to stand your tallest.  Now, sit 
back down slowly – no crash landings!

Figure 29

Increase difficulty by using your arms less and or by lowering the surface that you are 
sitting on.

Repeat this 10-20x every other day.  Or do several in a row 2-3x every other day.  Your 
goal is 20x.  When you reach 20, find a surface that is a bit lower and start all over.  

Level 3 - Stand Up With Legs Only

This is the same as the previous sit to stand exercise except you are depending entirely on 
your legs to lift you up from your chair. No help from your arms at this level.  Stand up as 



tall as you can and then try to stand up even taller by coming up on your tippy toes! (Fig. 
30)

Figure 30

Increase difficulty by:
•  lowering the surface you are standing from.
•  standing and sitting quicker. 

The later suggestion also improves power and strength.  Speed usually improves power.
Repeat this 10-20x every other day.  Or do several in a row 2-3x every other day.  Your 
goal is 20x.  When you reach 20, find a surface that is a bit lower and start all over.  

EXTRA - Twister Wheelchair Spin!

This exercise is great for the hip rotators.  That may not mean much to you but they are 
often (very often) left out of home exercise programs.  This exercise is done but scooting 
forward (not absolutely necessary) in your wheelchair and simply using your feet to walk 
your wheelchair around in a complete circle (Fig. 31).  Once you get back to where you 
started, repeat in the opposite direction.



Figure 31

Increase difficulty by:
•  Performing on carpet.
•  By moving your legs and feet quicker.  Improves power.
•  By putting your brakes on slightly.
•  CAUTION:  Total Hip Replacement patients are not advised to do this exercise.

Repeat this 10-20x every day in each direction.   Your goal is 20x.  When you reach 20, 
move to a carpeted surface or put your brakes on slightly to create resistance.

Our push muscles include our abdominals (to stabilize), chest muscles, and front arm and 
shoulder muscles. 

Back to Table of Contents



Chapter Seven
When Push Comes To Shove

Strong Front

As children our world extended 360 degrees around us and over us!  As we age, our 
functional sphere gets smaller and smaller – before we know it we can’t even comb our 
own hair.  

Work on this batch of stretching and strengthening diligently to gain as much 
independence as your condition will allow – dare to dream!

There are so many stretches and strengthening exercises that could be included in this 
publication.  Too many becomes overwhelming to many people.  I have included 
stretching and strengthening for the upper and lower body – these three muscle groups, 
trained over time will help in all areas of strengthening including strengthening your core.

Watch for our other publications on specific core strengthening for the elderly at 
www.home-health-care-physical-therapy.com. 

There is no happiness except in the realization that we have accomplished something.
—Henry Ford

http://www.home-health-care-physical-therapy.com/


Chest Stretching

Level 1 - Nap Time Stretch
Level 2 - Sky’s The Limit!
Level 3 - Doorway Welcome 
Level 4 - Corner Stretch Standing

As we sit, over time, our slouched posture tightens our chest muscles pulling us into 
rounded shoulders and increased pain.  A scrunched chest wall also limits the ability of 
the lungs to expand.  So, our bodies get less and less oxygen and we feel more and more 
tired as our oxygen starved body’s loose energy!

Stretching out your chest muscles is imperative to improved energy, breathing and 
posture!

Again, as a physical therapist and personal trainer, it is better to stretch before you 
strengthen in this context.  Why?  As you gain range of motion through stretching, and 
then strengthen into that extra range, you are more likely to keep that extra range of 
motion.

Stretching tight muscles has been shown and proven to enhance overall health, reduce 
pain levels and improve one’s sense of well being.  Stretching also benefits in the obvious 
way of improving flexibility.  Tight muscles are difficult to strengthen and use.  Tight 
muscles bind us into prisons of immobility and dependency.

The longer we sit over time, the tighter our muscles get – actually holding us in that exact 
position!

Level 1 - Nap Time Stretch

Stretching chest and shoulders can best be started sitting in your wheelchair or lying 
down in your bed (Fig. 32 and 33).



Figure 32

If you are able to lie on your back on a bed, stretching your arms above your head (Fig. 
31) will prove just as beneficial as performing it in a wheelchair.

Stretching this way (lying down) adds the benefit of gravity assistance.  Minimal strength 
is required as gravity is helping to pull the arms down over the head.  

Obstacles are great incentives.
—Jules Michelet

Level 2 - Sky’s The Limit!

While sitting in your wheelchair, grasp your hands and/or simply raised your hands as 
high as you can towards the ceiling (Fig 33).  This will help to stretch your chest, 
shoulders, back and abdominals.

Figure 33

You can hold a dowel or wand in your hands so that both hands progress upward equally.  
This stretching exercise returns so many benefits that anyone would benefit from this 
stretch often throughout the day!

Doing this stretching while sitting requires more strength to fight against gravity (which 
wants to pull your arms down).

Benefits include:
•  Improved posture
•  Increased lung capacity
•  Improved shoulder, chest, back and abdominal range of motion
•  Improved strength

Level 3 - Doorway Welcome Stretch



This stretch can be done in a door way or in a corner.  For starters, if you are unable to 
get out of your wheelchair, move halfway through a door way.  Now, put both hands on 
the door frame (as shown in Fig. 34 below). You can rock your chair gently forwards and 
backwards with your feet or simply set your wheelchair brake and maintain that stretch 
over a period of time.  2 minutes or more is ideal.

The lower hand positions may be difficulty if you have shoulder problems.  The lower the 
hands, the more you are likely stretching your rotator cuff.  Be gentle with this muscle – 
no use in tearing it now!  The higher the hands, the more you will be stretching your 
chest muscles.

Find a position that does not offer pain, but a gentle stretch and work from there. 
Remember, it’s taken years to tighten those muscles up – it won’t let go over night!  But 
with patience and persistence, you will begin to notice improvements including less 
shoulder pain and more energy as you open your chest up giving your lungs more room 
to expand!

Figure 34

Level 4 - Corner Stretch Standing

Stand in a corner or halfway through a doorjamb.  Now, place your hands in a 
comfortable position on each wall (Fig. 35).  Place one foot ahead of the other (Fig. 36) 
so your body weight is on our foot NOT your arms.  Now lean in towards the corner or 
through the door, hold for up to 2 minutes, then raise your hands about an inch higher and 
repeat. Be careful, older shoulders can be very fragile.  Stretch with caution.



Figure 35

Figure 36



Chest Strengthening

Level 1 - Wheel Push-backs
Level 2 - Wall Push Ups
Level 3 - Counter or Couch Back Push Ups
EXTRA - Over Achievers!

Remember to stretch first before you strengthen so that you are gaining strength into your 
increased range of motion.  After about 10-15 minutes of stretching, proceed to your level 
of strengthening.

Each exercise is the best exercise if that is what you can do.  Before moving on from 
Level 1, Level 2 and 3, be sure you are performing the exercise with the best quality 
possible.  Many people fail at their strength training efforts due to poor quality – as if it’s 
more important to just get them done as quickly as possible to check them off the list.  
That WON’T work.

You must seek quality before you seek quantity… always …that will make the grade 
every time.  Remember the “E” for effort back in the good ole days?  I want everyone to 
be after a “QE” for quality effort!  That is the work that will begin to get your results.

Working on your exercises persistently every day with effort and quality will strengthen 
your muscles and likely give you more strength, more flexibility, more energy and the 
ability to become more independent.

Level 1 - Wheel Push-Backs

While in your wheelchair, release your brakes and push forward on the wheels (Fig. 37) 
propelling your chair backwards.  Find a hallway or kitchen “runway” that you can 
measure to keep track of your progress.  Combine this exercise with the next “Pull” 
exercise as you propel yourself (and your chair) forwards and backwards on your 
“runway.”



Figure 37

Increase difficulty by:
•  partially sitting brakes, 
•  pushing your wheelchair on carpet or
•  pushing up a slight grade.

Repeat a set distance 5-10x every day.  Your goal is complete a 100’ distance 3x a day, 
pushing and pulling.  When you reach that distance, increase your effort by one of the 
measures listed above, reduce your repetitions and work yourself back up to 100’ 3x a 
day.

Level 2 - Wall Push Ups

Wall pushups are as easy or as difficult as you make them.  Stand with your feet about 12 
inches from the wall, place your hands or fists on the wall about 1-2 inches wider than 
your shoulders with a 90 degree angle at your armpit (Fig. 38).   Keep your body rigid 
and straight and lean forward into the wall, (Fig. 38) letting your elbows flare out.  Barely 
touch the wall with your nose and then push your body back upright.  

Figure 38

Increase difficulty by moving your feet further away from the wall.  Be diligent about 
keeping your body straight and not bending forward at the waist.

Repeat this 10-20x every other day.  Or do several in a row 2-3x every other day.  Your 
goal is 20x.  When you reach 20, find a surface that is a bit lower and start with 8-10 
repetitions and progress up towards 20x.  

When you can no longer start your exercise with a 90 degree armpit angle, progress to the 
back of a couch or countertop. (Fig. 39)

Angles that are more than 90 degrees tend to put a lot of undo strain on the shoulder joint.  



Unstable shoulders do no appreciate this stress.  Angles that are less than 90 degrees tend 
to simply feel awkward in addition to working more of the triceps instead of the entire 
pushing muscle package.

Figure 39

It is not enough to take steps which may someday lead to a goal; each step must be itself  
a goal and a step likewise.

—Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Level 3 - Counter or Couch Back Push Ups

This push up progression exercise carries the same concept as the previous wall push up 
exercise.  Keep your body straight/rigid and proceed by lowering your chest towards the 
couch back and return to start.

Figure 40

Progress this exercise as you did with wall pushups – 



•  moving your feet further out or 
•  finding a lower surface after you can do 10-20 at a time and can no longer start with 
the 90 degree armpit angle.

Repeat this 10-20x every other day.  Or do several in a row 2-3x every other day.  Your 
goal is 20x.  When you reach 20, find a surface that is a bit lower and start with 8-10 
repetitions and progress up towards 20x.

Level 4 - Regular Push Ups

(For the over achievers!)

Knock yourself out!

Don't bunt. Aim out of the ballpark.
—David Ogilvy

Back to Table of Contents



Chapter Eight
Pulling Your Own Weight

Strong Back

Our main pulling muscles include back muscles, the muscles in the back of the arms and 
shoulder muscles.  As our sphere of functional life shrinks over the years, so does our 
height and our posture.  Sitting more and walking less lends to slumped posture.  This 
means tight and weak chest and abdominals and weak and lax upper back muscles.  

This can lead to shallow breathing and thus less energy because your oxygen supply has 
been cut short.  This can lead to poor digestion, constipation and poor sleep at night.

Keep working!  This e-book will not win you a photo shoot but will win you improved 
strength, quality of life and improved independence!

All misfortune is but a stepping stone to fortune.
—Henry David Thoreau



Back and Abdominal Stretching
Level 1 - Unfold/ Unwind
Level 2 - Nap Time Stretching
Level 3 - Karate Chop

Sitting over a period of time allows gravity to pull our head and shoulders forward.  Our 
back muscles become tight and fixed in this sitting position making it difficult, painful 
and often impossible to stand and walk.  

Stretching your back muscles will give the back the flexibility it needs to once again take 
a few steps and a few more and a few more!  Your lungs will thank you for the increased 
flexibility of the ribs making it easier to breath and function!

In my opinion as a physical therapist and personal trainer, it is better to stretch before you 
strengthen.  Why?  As you gain range of motion through stretching, and then strengthen 
into that extra range, you are more likely to keep that extra range of motion.

Stretching tight muscles has been shown and proven to enhance overall health, reduce 
pain levels and improve one’s sense of well being.  Stretching also benefits in the obvious 
way of improving flexibility.  Tight muscles are difficult to strengthen and use.  Tight 
muscles bind us into prisons of immobility and dependency.

The longer we sit over time, the tighter our muscles get – actually holding us in that exact 
position!

Level 1 - Unfold/ Unwind

The best way to start stretching tight back and abdominal muscles is to get out of your 
wheelchair.  The goal is to be able to lie flat on your back with your knees bent or 
straight.  You want to be able to do this for 2-10 minutes at a time.  Work up to that if 
need be.  The starting positions for stretching your quads out will also help to stretch your 
abdominals out.

If you are unable to lie flat, then start in a recliner.  This slowly helps your tight 
abdominals (and hip muscles) to stretch out allowing for a better sitting and standing 
posture.  Over time, recline the recliner back a bit further and try to relax in these 
positions for 2-10 minutes at a time.  Eventually move to lying flat on a bed (Fig. 41).

You can have your knees bent or straight but ideally you want them straight (Fig. 41). 
This helps to stretch the front side hips as well.



Figure 41

Level 2 - Nap Time Stretching

Figure 42

Start with pillows under your head and upper back if you need to and over time, pull a 
pillow out, allowing for more of a fully extended position.  Now, grasp your hands and 
reach them as far back overhead as possible (Fig 42).



Figure 43

It may be easier to use a dowel such as a shortened broom handle or a 3-4 foot piece of 1” 
PVC pipe. (Fig. 43)

Your body will thank you for this and your digestion and other cramped organs will 
celebrate as well!

Repeat this 10-20 times several times a day. Use a sturdy 12-16 inch dowel rod if that is 
more comfortable for you.

Level 3 - Karate Chop

Figure 44

This stretch is best accomplished by sitting as tall as you can in your wheelchair.  This 
means scooting your tail end as far back into the chair as possible.  Now, fold your hands 
by interlocking your fingers (Fig 43).  

If you are not able to do interlock your fingers, try holding a 16 inch dowel rod with both 



hands (palms facing down).  Now, reach your hands as far above your head and behind as 
possible.  It is not necessary to hold anything or grasp your hands.  Often you get a better 
stretch when both hands move together. 

It is impossible to lift your arms (shoulders) past a certain point without also extending 
and stretching the back and thus the abdominals (Fig. 45).

Figure 45

Once you have worked on 10-20 stretches like this as often as you can throughout the 
day, then place a small towel roll in the small of your back (horizontally) or along the mid 
back (vertically) so that you can maintain that improved range of motion and posture.  
Repeat this stretch every day and use your back towel supports for improved posture.

Your towel roll does not have to be very thick.  The best way to make your towel roll is to 
fold it in 2-3 inch sections.  You can roll it but rolling it will produce a thicker, firmer 
(sometimes uncomfortable) towel roll than folding it will.  When you find the thickness 
that is comfortable to you, put a rubber band or a piece of masking tape around it to keep 
it from unrolling.



Back Strengthening/Core Stability
Level 1 - Wheel Pull Backs
Level 2 - Tree Pulls
Level 3 - Sky View Tree Pulls 

Level 1 Exercise - Wheel Pull Backs

While seated in your wheelchair, release your brakes and grasp the big wheels.  Now, 
pinching your shoulder blades together, pull the wheels backwards (Fig. 46).  Find a 
hallway or kitchen “runway” that you can measure to keep track of your progress.  
Combine this exercise with the previous “push” exercise as you propel yourself (and your 
chair) forwards and backwards on your “runway.”

Figure 46

Increase difficulty by
•  partially setting brakes, 
•  pushing your wheelchair on carpet or
•  pushing up a slight grade.

Repeat a set distance 5-10x every day.  Your goal is complete a 100’ distance 3x a day, 
pushing and pulling.  When you reach that distance, increase your effort by one of the 
measures listed above, reduce your repetitions and work yourself back up to 100’ 3x a 
day.

Level 2 - Tree Pulls

Wrap a 6-10 feet length rope around a tree or sturdy post. Tie a knot in the end of each 
end and then a knot every 2-4 inches up on one side only (total of 5-6 knots on the 
multiple knot side).  

Now, on a no slip surface (make sure the grass is not wet!) with tennis shoes on, grab two 



knots and slowly straighten your arms, leaning backwards.  Now, pull with your arms 
bending your elbows by your sides.  Then pull with your arms parallel with the floor.

Figure 47

Increase the difficulty of this exercise by
•  lowering yourself slower or fast,
•  moving your feet closer to the tree or 
•  holding the rope closer to the ends of the rope.

Do this exercise 10x every other day.  When you have accomplished 20x, then place your 
feet closer to the tree or post so that you lean back further, therefore make the pull more 
challenging.

Level 3 - Sky View Tree Pulls

This progression simply requires more pulling effort since you are  holding onto knots 
closest to you and/or have scooted your feet very close to the tree almost looking at the 
sky! (Fig. 48).  Gravity pulls you downward more so pulling up is more difficult making 
this progression more difficult.



Figure 48

Increase the difficulty of this exercise by 
•  increasing your repetitions, 
•  doing the pulls faster or slower or 
•  moving your feet closer to the tree. 

If you are not holding the ends of your rope, doing so will create more pull effort as you 
must lift more weight towards the tree now. Be careful – this is difficult.

Do this exercise 10x every other day.  When you have accomplished 20x, then place your 
feet closer to the tree or post so that you lean back further, therefore make the pull more 
challenging. 
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Chapter Nine
Tight Squeeze Tips:

Getting Through Small Spaces

Wheelchairs are only so wide.  Doorjambs are only so wide too… this can halt any 
forward progress!

Tip #1
My best advice to thousands over the years:  Take your door off.  Doors rarely open a full 
180 degrees.  This accounts for ½ to 1 inch loss of width space.  Take it off and hang a 
sheet in the doorway for continued privacy.  (Tip is best for interior doors.)

Tip #2

Figure 49

Sometimes the screen door can hinder progress.  If this is the case you can take it off, 
take the pneumatic device off (Fig. 49) allowing it to open wider and stay open or you 
can take the chain off  (Fig. 49) so it can swing a full 180 degrees open.



Figure 50

Tip #3
The next best option is to take the innermost piece of trim off the doorjamb.  Taking the 
door off can provide an inch or more of width – now you can add another ½ - 1 inch.

Tip #4
When worse comes to worse, you can always remove the entire doorjamb.  This may or 
may not provide the width you need but is a last resort answer for most people.

Tip #5

If you have a walker with wheels on it and it won’t fit through the door, take the wheel 
attachments off and re-attach them so the wheels face IN on the walker (Fig. 51).  This 
means you will have to put the left on the right leg and vice versa.

Figure 51



Attaching the walker wheels normally as pictured above (Fig. 51), gives a solid, wide 
base of support.  This also adds about 2 inches to your walker width.  This can make or 
break an entrance through a narrow doorway.  If a couple inches of extra space are all you 
need, follow the next picture and its direction.

Figure 52

Making your walker narrower is simple.  However, you do sacrifice a wider base of 
support which is necessary for heavier patients.  To narrow your walker, allowing it to fit 
through narrow doorways, take the right wheel off and put it on the left side and take the 
left wheel off and put it on the right side.  DO NOT try to take the individual wheels off 
the stems. Leave them on their original stems. Wheelchair brands are picky when it 
comes to stems and wheels. One wheel stem does not always fit all walkers. 
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Chapter Ten
Conclusion:

To Dance or Not To Dance

You’ve just read a lot of information.  Information that could change your life, make life 
easier, allow for greater independence and better health.

You may be overwhelmed at what to do next.  The best way to figure out what your next 
step is is to figure out what would make life easier right now, today.  

That could be removing a door so your wheelchair can fit in and out of a bedroom or 
bathroom.  Maybe you need to switch the wheels on your walker to make it narrower.  
Perhaps just seeing how simple and practical your new exercise routine can be inspires 
you to start with Level 1 and track your progress on your daily log.  Or, something as 
simple as using a towel on a bag to make those car transfers easier.

Don’t wait till tomorrow to put off what you can do to start today.  The journey of a 
thousand miles begins with one step… YOUR step.

The Fitness Log access on the follow page is designed for you to track your progress over 
the weeks and months.  You can come back to our website and download as many free 
copies as you need. You can download your daily fitness log here. Keep track of where 
you start so you can look back and see how far you've progressed!

It's up to you to take it from here. Remember quality over quantity. Don't sacrifice quality 
to do a lot of any of the exercises – that only leads to lack of the best possible progress.

Remember that stretching takes time. A vigorous stretch may trigger the muscle to fight 
back. A slow, steady stretch for the recommended times will work much better. Longer 
stretches are even more effective. However, if you are stretching into pain, this will also 
cause your muscles to fight back. Start tiny, start slow, but don't stop. Be consistent, look 
for tiny gains.

As you progress, you’ll see that various transfers and even your ability to walk starts to 
improve. Keep working, one day at a time. Do take one day off every week to rest. 

There is no magic formula to know when to progress. good rule of thumb, however, is 
that once you can do 20 good quality reps of a particular exercise, make it a little tougher 
and then drop back down to your goal of 10 good quality reps. As that gets easier, do a 
few more and a few more until you have reached 20 again and then repeat the cycle 
again.

1.  Goal of 10 quality reps
2.  Work up to 20 quality reps
3.  Do 20 quality reps for about a week
4.  Then make the exercise tougher
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5.  Drop down to 10 quality reps

Repeat 1-5

And if you have to sit it out or dance… I hope you choose to dance! 
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